
Treasure Island 

Over the next few weeks you are going to write a story based on the book ‘Treasure Island’ by Robert Louis Stevenson. It will be set in the 1800s. You will be writing in 

role as a 13 year old child who works at an inn and who ends up going on an adventure to find pirate treasure.  

 

Monday- LO: To generate ideas and vocabulary for describing a story setting with a specific atmosphere   

Your story will start with you feed up of your life working at the inn your parents own.  

 

Task 1- Decide on a name for your inn. Try to make it have a ‘sea’ theme.  

Task 2- Choose an atmosphere for the start of your story: friendly and welcoming or cold and ominous. Draw an image of the inn you work at (either from the outside or 

the inside) Label the different parts of your picture with expanded noun phrases or figurative language. Use some of the ideas in the list below to help create the 

atmosphere you want.

 bustling  

 loud  

 quiet   

 ghostly, pale light 

 warm candle light beckoning people in  

 long-forgotten sign 

 cosy with cushions   

 merry customers laughing joyously  

 roaring fire 

 in need of repair  

 broken window panes 

 people singing  

 leaking roof   

 empty  

 lots of tables and chairs  

 surrounded by fog  

 colourful flower boxes at the window

 



Tuesday- LO: To generate vocabulary for describing different types of pirates  

Some of the pirates in our story will be friendly and some will be mean.  

Task 1- Make sure you know what each of the following pirate words mean (you may need to look them up in a dictionary)  

cutlass,  breeches, Jolly Roger, bandana, tricorn hat, medallion, buckle 

Task 2- Label each picture with appropriate expanded noun phrases and/or figurative language to make each pirate seem friendly or mean. An example for each pirate            

has been completed to get your started.  These key words may be helpful: coat, beard, eye patch, hook, peg-leg, grin, parrot, map, belt, boots, button, earring, eye 

Friendly Mean 

 

 

Smart, black hat with a 

Jolly Roger stitched 

proudly on the front.  

menacing cutlass as deadly as 

a great white shark 



Task 3- Add extra description for abstract nouns (things that cannot be touched) e.g. their laughter, walk, voice.  

 

Wednesday- LO: To write a story opening describing the setting and characters to create atmosphere.  

Task 1- Choose one of the following story starters. Copy it up in your best handwriting, filling in the blanks with the name of your inn and description to create either a       

warm, friendly atmosphere or a cold ominous atmosphere.  

Growing up I always dreamed of a more exciting 
life; I longed for riches, I longed to travel the 
world, I longed for exciting friends. I never expected 
that one day all my dreams would come true.  
  
My story began on a ____________________ night in March, 
1883.  I was working at the 
_____________________________________Inn. Outside,……   
 

Regularly I used to pull pints for the rowdy 
customers at the __________________________________ Inn, staring 
into the distance and dreaming of a life at sea, 
riding the waves and exploring unknown places like 
in the stories they told me.   I never expected that the 
actions of one of those customers would set my 
dreams in motion.   
 
I first met him one __________________________day in October, 
1883. The inn was…..    

 

Task 2- Continue on the story still trying to create your chosen atmosphere. First describe the inn and then describe either a friendly or mean a pirate arriving and what he         
looks like. Use the sentence starters below to help you if necessary.  Remember to start a new paragraph if you have a change in time, place, topic or person. Finish your         

writing with the sentence: Urgently, he lunged towards me and placed a tattered and torn piece of paper in my hand.   
Could it be? Was it a pirate map?  

For describing the inn For describing the pirate entering For describing the pirate 

Ouside,… 
Inside,….  
By the roaring fire,….  
Around the tables,…. 
Sitting on side candles…. 
The noise of…..  
     

As the clock struck 11pm,…  
Just as we were about to shut up,…  
Without warning,… 
All of a sudden,…  
With a glint in his eye,…  
Clearly merry from rum,...   
 

He had….  
Upon his head sat…  
His eye were….  
In the air he was waving…  
Instead of a ……, he had…..  
Sitting upon his shoulders was…  
With a …….grin, he….  
A……… lay across his face.  

 



Thursday- LO: To create dialogue using pirate language 

Task 1- Match each pirate words to its definition. Look them up online if you need to.  

landlubber  Hello friend  

ahoy me matey   An expression of surprise  

seadog  To steal 

hornswoggle    What an experienced pirate would call a newbie 

Davy Jones’ Locker  Someone without sailing ability 

shiver me timbers   A veteran sailor 

scallywag  A graveyard at the bottom of the sea for those killed or drowned 

 

Task 2- Rewrite this conversation between yourself (a 13 year child working at the inn) and the pirate who entered and gave you map  
so that it uses more pirate language.    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is it?  Golly gosh. It’s a treasure 

map   

Buy why are you giving it to 

me?  

Some inexperienced pirates 

are trying to steal it from 

me and I need someone 

without sailing ability to 

give it to; they will never 

suspect I’d do that. Keep it 

safe til I return will ya?    

Hello friend. I know we don’t 

knows each other but this is 

for you.    

 What is it?   But why are you 

giving it to me?   



Task 3- Write your own speech bubble conversation between yourself (the 13 year old child working at the inn) and the pirate who entered. Aim to have no more than 6 

speech bubbles maximum and make sure the pirate uses pirate language!  

  

Friday- LO: To accurately punctuate dialogue  

Task 1- Watch this video to recap using inverted commas (also known as speech marks or quotation marks) to punctuate direct speech https://video.link/w/3JXLc  

 

Task 2- Circle each synonym for said either red or green; red to show something is being asked, green to show the person is anxious or in a hurry.  

stuttered      stammered     exclaimed     asked       questioned 

spluttered      enquired    blurted    divulged 

Task 3- On each empty line in the text below add an appropriate synonym for said then correctly add punctuation to show where the direct speech is.  

Remember direct speech always starts with a capital letter, a comma is used to split the direct speech from the narration and the inverted commas go around the words     

being said.  

 

In a surprisingly friendly yet rushed voice he __________________  ahoy matey. I know we don’t knows each other     

but this is for you.  

Slightly wary of the stranger, I ________________  what is it?  Inside I was secretly hoping my instincts were     

correct…. and they were.   

Shiver me timbers. It’s a treasure map  he _________________________ without hesitation, clearly frustrated that I hadn’t 

immediately been confident what it was.  

Confused by the situation I ____________________  but why are you giving it to me?  

Some scallywags are trying to hornswoggle it from me and I need a landlubber to give it to; they will never 

suspect I’d do that. Keep it safe for me til I return will ya?  he ___________________________________________   

 

What do you notice happens each time a new person in the conversation speaks?  

https://video.link/w/3JXLc

